ASG Conference 2017
Class Supply List
The following are Basic Sewing Supplies that should be brought to class noted with (BSS).

BSS: Pins, needles (hand), thread (light & dark poly), scissors (paper& fabric), seam
ripper, seam gauge, measuring tape, thimble, marking tool.
Be prepared for class. Bring all the listed supplies for the applicable classes. If a class is not listed, additional
supplies are not needed. For all classes, bring pen/pencil, notebook or clipboard to take class notes. Please
request permission from the instructor before taking photographs or taping a class or lecture. Kit fees are
payable to the instructor at the time of class.

Celeste Beck/Merri McKenzie
1A.
Sew Charming Necklace
Kit fee: $25 includes necklace (choice of silver or gold tone), jewelry findings such as jump rings, eye pins;
specialty fibers, all sewing related ephemera to make 12 delightful charms
Student supplies: BSS; for the thread bring beige, black, white, or assorted colors
1C.
Surface Design Flags and Banners
Kit fee: $15 includes a selection of hand dyed fabrics, vintage flour sacks, buttons, antique laces, dollies,
whimsical embellishments, printed twill tape
Student supplies: BSS; for the thread bring beige, black, white, or assorted colors
Julianne Bramson
2A.
Fibers and Fabric
Kit fee: $25 includes fabric swatches, cardstock, glue stick, extensive handouts, metal pie plate, lighter, and
tweezers
Student supply: pen or pencil
2B.
3-D Shibori
Kit fee: $10 includes sample fabrics and supplies to try out techniques demonstrated
2C.
Pieced Bias-Cut Skirt with Flare
Kit fee: $5 includes illustrated pattern for skirt
Student supplies: BSS, fabric: the skirt works best with pre washed fabric that drapes on the bias (no twill or
microfiber) see instructors website http://www.fashioninharmony.com/pages/fabricbiascut.htm for information
about what fabrics drape well on the bias. To make a pieced bias-cut skirt, we will be following the directions
in my Thread's Magazine article in the June/July 2012 issue. That pattern uses 5 different fabrics and the
article specifies how much of each. The basics are 1/4-1/2 yard of 4 fabrics, and one yard of the 5th fabric.
If you would like more specifics and do not have the magazine issue, contact the instructor at
julianne@fashioninharmony.com.You can use more fabrics, in smaller pieces, so they add up to the
amounts listed in the article. If the skirt will be made with one fabric only: 2-3 yards depending on fabric
width, size, and length desired. For all Skirts: matching thread, 3/4" - 1" wide elastic for waistband, optional
- 1/2 to 1 yard of a contrasting fabric to make flat piping and/or bias trim
Deb Canham
3A.
Fabric Frenzy Necklace
Kit fee: $20 includes printed pattern and instructions; fabric interfaced and cut out for beads, fabric for
neckband, cording, wire, decorative threads, invisible thread, and 1 inch self-covered bead
Student supply: BSS, scissors, hand sewing needle, seam ripper
Kathleen Chrisman
4A.
Rag Bag
Kit fee: None.
Student supply: BSS; 30 total yards of fabric strips 1 ¼ - 1 ½” wide, one 9” X 7” piece of heavy cardboard,
bodkin (optional but helpful), cording: 8 yards, cotton, hemp or jute, hand sewing needle, thread to match
fabric, paper cutting scissors
4B.
Beaded Button
Kit fee: None
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4C.

Student supply: BSS; small hoop, fabric to fit in hoop (this is the base of your button, fabric color should
coordinate with beads), beading needle, size 12, beading thread; C-Lon, Nymo or Silamide (thread should
match your beads or fabric color), seed beads; five or more colors of size 11 (small), at least two colors of
larger size 8 or 6, covered button kit, 1 1/8", fabric marking pen, water or air erasable
Cloth Doll: Needle Sculpting and Painting Faces
Kit fee: None.
Student supply: BSS; this class has pre-class homework. Doll heads must be sewn, stuffed and
brought to class. Sewn and stuffed doll heads from pre-class homework, long doll sculpting needles, bring
several sizes, heavy thread to match fabrics, flesh tone fabric scraps of each fabric used: 2” X 2”, paint:
white & black, blue, green or brown (eye color of choice), red or pink (lip color of choice), small bag of left
over stuffing, gel pens or micron markers: black, brown, eye and lip color chosen, white gel pen, very small
brush, hemostat (if you have one), plastic cup for water

Kandi Christian
5A.
Battenburg Lace
Kit fee: $15 includes battenburg lace tape, ecru batiste, wash-away stabilizer, templates
Student supply: BSS; white sewing thread
5B.
Sewing with Silk
Kit fee: $25 includes silk fabric, silk pins, workbook, stabilizers, silk bias binding, cotton lace, batting
Student supply: BSS; two small spools or one large spool of white sewing thread
5C.
Discover Fabric Decoupage
Kit fee: $20 includes linen fabric, cotton bold print fabrics, rayon thread, and stabilizer
Student supplies: BSS; white sewing thread for bobbin
Ruth Ciemnoczolowski
6A.
Embellished Buttonholes
Kit fee: $18 includes pre-made machine buttonholes to embellish, pre-made bound buttonholes to embellish,
decorative threads, beads and buttons, 2 needles, and handouts
Student supply: BSS; chalk or fabric marker, small sharp scissors
6B.
Embellished Covered Buttons
Kit fee: $15 includes 12 plastic rings in various sizes, yarn and thread to embellish, beads to embellish,
fabric to cover buttons, silk, wool and cotton, handouts
Student supply: BSS; fabric marker
6C.
Denim Love
Kit fee: $15 includes supplies to make a denim purse, 3 hanks of Perle cotton, extensive handouts
Student supply: BSS; jeans with holes in them you wish to repair, embroidery floss or Perle cotton in colors
of your choice, crewel or tapestry needles, small sharp scissors
June Colburn
7A.
Collage Jacket
Kit fee: $50 includes 2 ½ yard total of 8-10 fabrics, Asian Quarters Coat and Jacket pattern
Student supply: BSS; 2 ½ yards of pre-washed muslin (for foundation)
7B.
Biology of Color
Kit fee: $25 includes approximately 60 fabric swatches, 8 page workbook, and folder
Student supply: scissors, glue stick/double-sided tape
Rae Cumbie
9A.
A New Tee-Tabula Rasa Style
Kit fee: $60 includes Tabula Rasa Tee or Tunic pattern, knit fabric for one tee (several choices will be
available), thread and interfacing
Student supplies: BSS
9B.
Stretch Your Knit Knowledge
Kit fee: $15 includes generously sized samples of a variety of knit fabrics
Louise Cutting
10A. In Light of Sashiko
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Kit fee: $75 includes 1 ½ yards of black linen, Light and Shadow pattern, spool of thread, single fold bias
tape, embroidery floss, tapestry needle, Steam-a-Seam, you will be contacted by the instructor prior to
conference with instructions on how to order the fabric and pattern in advance
Student supply: BSS; scraps of fabric you would like to incorporate into the finished vest

Pam Damour
11A. 8 Steps to a Perfect Purse
Kit fee: $25 includes all fabric and trims precut and ready to sew, handouts
Student supply: BSS; rotary cutter and small mat, neutral thread, sharp scissors
Sandra Dorrbecker
12A. Bird and Branch
Kit fee: $15 includes background fabric, print fabrics, test fabric (muslin), handouts, and more
Student supplies: BSS; any special needles you prefer for hand sewing, needle threader, thimble, hand
sewing needles (between and sharps) that you are comfortable using, neutral color quality thread may be
shared (colors-ecru and medium tan and gray), straight pins- large ball head, several safety pins 8-10 and a
pin cushion, small sharp point scissors (embroidery), general fabric scissors, pencil and pad for notes, white
chalk marker, iron, pad/towel, pressing (muslin) cloth, optional- personal light, magnifier, extension
cord/batteries
12B. Hand Embellishments Tricks
Kit fee: $20 includes fabric, ribbon, decorative threads, yarns, cording, embroidery floss, rickrack and beads
specific to techniques, findings and embellishments, fabric for practice and inspiration, technique aids, and
handouts
Student supplies: BSS; thimble and pin cushion, fabric and paper scissors, small embroidery scissors,
pencil, extra fine point permanent marker, note paper, opt. ruler 12-18”, air erase pen, 6-8“ embroidery hoop
(optional), hand sewing needles-sharps, between, embroidery(crewel/ribbon in assorted sizes and styles,
all-purpose thread, off white and medium value grey, optional- personal light, magnifier, extension
cord/batteries
Cheri Dowd
13A. Chanel Jacket Shortcuts
Kit fee: $10 includes yarns for braiding, 13-page booklet with color photos and braiding diagrams.
Student supply: None
13B. Reversible Vests from Fulled Sweaters or Fleece
Kit fee: $9 includes handout with step-by-step color photos, felt squares, yarns, color thread to share
Student supply: BSS; light beige ecru thread
13C. Double Wrap Bracelet- Leather or Synthetic
Kit fee: $5 includes direction sheet, leather (or poly suede strip), button, needle, thread, beads and adhesive
Student supply: BSS; light beige ecru thread
13D. Fabric Manipulation and Sewing a Zip Pouch
Kit fee: $8 includes direction sheet, outside and lining fabrics, zipper, adhesive tape, and iron-on interfacing
Student supply: BSS, 3 colorful threads, 1 cream thread, optional-a fat quarter of your own choice for lining
and accents
13E. Reversibles with Style and Versatility
Kit fee: $8 includes handouts with color photo examples, directions for reversible placket (pants and skirt)
and reversible shell top
Student supply: none
Eric Drexler
14A. Free Motion Basics
Kit fee: $15 includes all fabric, batting, patterns, directions, needle, thread
Student supply: marking pen (Frixion or Sharpie is ok), thread cutting scissors
14B. Jazz Wearables
Kit fee: $20 includes all stabilizers, fabric, needle, directions, thread, (embroidery hoop will be provided)
Student supply: marking pen (Frixion or Sharpie is ok), scissors
Gabriele Dubin-Bullard
15 C. Elegant Flirty Vests
Kit fee: $30.99 Sizes S-L $39.99 Sizes XL- 2XL (includes 1.5/2 yards of fabric, pattern, and ruler)
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Student supply: BSS; cutting mat, rotary cutter, blue/purple fabric marker

Lee Fletcher
17B. Cosmetic Bag with Free Motion Initial
Kit fee: $20 includes precut fabric, batting and vinyl, all threads to complete project, 7” zipper - stabilizer
Student supply: BSS
Helen Haughey
18A. Sew a Better Dress
Kit fee: $20 includes dressmaker carbon, fabrics, Japanese hand sewing needles
Student supply: BSS; rotary cutter (optional), cutting mat (optional), tracing wheel, silk basting thread,
invisible zipper, 1 extra spool of thread
Pam Howard
19A. Shirt Making
Kit fee: $15 includes shirt mock-ups (miniature shirt front L/side), pocket, collar, band, interfacing, strands of
cotton hand basting thread, partial sleeve, tower placket, tailor’s chalk, cuff, one button
Student supply: BSS; hand sewing needle, hand sewing needle with larger eye for hand basting thread,
spool of white thread
19B. Tailoring: Welt Pockets and Bound Buttonholes
Kit fee: $10 includes interfaced fabric for making welt pocket and bound buttonhole samples, interfacing,
lining/fabric for pocket bags, strands of cotton hand basting thread, tailor’s chalk, square of silk organza
Student supply: BSS; hand sewing needle, hand sewing needle with larger eye for hand basting thread,
spool of white thread, ruler
Michele O’Neil Kincaid
21A. Design Your Own Art Quilt
Student supply: Two 8 x 10” photographs in color, and black and white (to aid in value selection), scraps of
fabrics to match your photo, glue sticks, small sharp scissors, piece of muslin 9 x 11” for base, long
tweezers, 5-8 sheets tracing paper (9”x12” ish), pencils, optional sewing machine and quilting threads,
optional 9 x 11 piece cotton battings and backings
21B. Water Wonders
Student supply: BSS; 3”-4” strips x 22 (fat quarters ok) in following colors:8-12 sky colors, 10-15 water
colors, 4-6 land colors (Batiks work wonderfully! And don’t forget hand dyed and painted too!), beads and
findings for embellishments, and hand needle and threads for beads, neutral threads for piecing, and bobbin
weight thread, quilting threads in colors and variegated to match/compliment fabrics, four 13” x 13” cotton
batting and backings, your choice of bindings for the 4 pieces (same or different), rotary cutter and mat at
least 23” long, 12” x 12” ruler
Steffani Lincecum
22B. Intro to the Rub Off
Kit fee: $35.00 with book ($10.00 without book) includes book: Patternmaking for a Perfect Fit, paper, and
pinning surface
Student supply: Must Have: a very simple woven garment that you would like to copy, blouse, skirt, dress,
pants, etc. (Please bring a couple of choices, in case you change your mind or are super-fast!), gridded
ruler, 45/90 angle, tape measure, pencils, eraser, tracing wheel, quilting pins, paper scissors. Optional but
nice to have (will have available for purchase in in classroom): design curve, needle wheel, pattern notcher,
invisible marker
22C. Advanced Pattern Drafting from Ready to Wear
Kit fee: $35.00 with book ($10.00 without book) includes book: Patternmaking for a Perfect Fit, paper,
pinning surface
Student supply: Must Have: a very simple woven garment that you would like to copy, blouse, skirt, dress,
pants, etc. (Please bring a couple of choices, in case you change your mind or are super-fast!), gridded
ruler, 45/90 angle, tape measure, pencils, eraser, tracing wheel, quilting pins, paper scissors. Optional but
nice to have (will have available for purchase in in classroom): design curve, needle wheel, pattern notcher,
invisible marker
Anna Mazur
23A. Tools of the Trade I
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23B.

23C.

Kit fee: $40 includes an original handbag pattern and instructions, genuine leather, foam padding, lens cloth,
lining, strap, flexible plastic weed trimmer line, zipper, hardware
Student supply: BSS; 2 spools of all-purpose thread (any color), rotary cutter
Tools of the Trade II
Kit fee: $50 includes an original handbag pattern and instructions, genuine leather, flexible cutting mat,
specialty hand needle, specialty thread, lining, interfacing, handle, office supply clips, zipper, hardware
Student supply: BSS; rotary cutter and utility knife, small cutting mat, thimble (if you use one)
Leather Loopy Bag
Kit fee: $80 includes an original handbag pattern and instructions, genuine leather (pre-cut), fabric for bag
foundation, lining, interfacing, bag stiffener, webbing, zipper, hardware
Student supply: BSS; black and white all-purpose thread (2 spools of each color)

Hannah Morse (with Mary McCarthy)
26A. Fibre Art and Garment Integration
Kit fee: $20 includes combinations of fabric, lace, ribbon, yarn, beads, embellishments (you will have access
to fabric paint, embellishments, and glue that is to be shared)
Student supply: BSS; rotary cutter, a specific garment to be integrated with the completed fibre art
Laura Nash
27A. Fit to be Sewn
Kit fee: $5 includes half size base pattern and rulers with instructions for sewing
Student supply: ruler, mechanical pencil, pad of 8 x 12 tracing paper (or similar), scotch magic tape, paper
cutting scissors, measuring tape
27B. Mastering the Zipper
Kit fee: $15 includes written instructions, woven fabric for practice bodices, facings and three zippers
Student supply: BSS; gridded ruler, spool of white thread, mechanical pencil and chalkoner
Debbie Perdue
28A. Zentangle 101
Kit fee: $8 includes two Sakura pens, Zentangle tiles, blending stamp and pencil, book mark
28B. Stitching Zentangle
Kit fee: $15 includes transfer artist paper, fabric pen, fabric, fabric sandwich
Student supply: BSS, two spools of light and dark thread
Chrissy Phillips
29A. Mind of a Designer “Figure it Out”
Kit fee: $12 includes sketch pad, colored pencil, gesture kit 101, clothing styles kit
Student supply: pencils, colored pencils, erasers
29B. Inspire Me
Kit fee: $8 includes concept book, croquis, swatch and clothing styles packet
Student supply: paper, pencils, colored pencils or markers
Emma Seabrooke
31A. Fix it Party
Kit fee: TBD: the instructor will bring some things that might be used and will be different for each person.
There will be a charge for fabric, trims, etc. but it will be individual costs.
Student supply: BSS; things that may be applied, matched, or generally used to improve the garment (if you
have any questions you can contact Emma at 305-664-3319)
Anne St. Clair
32A. Bra Workshop
Kit fee: $75 includes everything for three bras up to a size 48H (fabric, elastics, findings, thread, and
pattern)
Student supply: BSS; instructor will contact each attendee 2 weeks prior to the conference for
measurement information, you must be available for a fitting on Wednesday evening from 4-7 pm at the
hotel
32B. The Give and Take of Elastics
Kit fee: $5 includes purse pack of samples and descriptions of all of the elastics discussed
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32C.

Ditch the Muslin
Kit fee: $5 includes print out of the PowerPoint presentation

Jennifer Stern-Hasemann
33A. Pattern Grading for the Home Sewist
Kit fee: $25 includes ½ scale basic top, sleeve and pant pattern pieces to practice grading, pattern
grading workbook
Student supply: clear 18” grid ruler (2” x 18”), pencil and colored pencils or highlighter, eraser, paper
scissors
33B. How to Adapt a Non-Stretch Pattern for Stretch Fabrics
Kit fee: $5 includes Non-Stretch to Stretch Pattern Adjustment Guide including diagrams showing
where to make adjustments on a variety of pattern pieces and knit fabric stretch guide
Student supply: pencil and eraser
33C. Easy Fit and Sew Knits
Kit fee: $40 includes Easy Fit and Sew Tee and Yoga Pants patterns, easy fit workbook and tracing
paper and stretch needles
Student supply: BSS; Prewashed fabric for your yoga pants and tee, 1 ¼ yard 4-way stretch knit (3050% stretch) for Capri length and 1 ½ yards for ankle length yoga pants (size xs-3xl), 1 yard stretch knit
(20-30% stretch) for short sleeve tee (size xs-xl) 1 ½ yards for sizes 2xl-4xl, 4 spools of thread to match
fabric (instead of bringing cone thread, purchase 4 spools of good quality all-purpose thread)
Sarah Veblen
34B. Successful Garments: Questions to Ask Before Cutting Fabric
Kit fee: $3 includes three color flow charts for decision making
Student supply: paper and pencil to take notes
34C. Love Your Tees: Selecting Knits That Work for YOU
Kit fee: $10 includes 12 different knit swatches, 4” x 4”
Student supply: paper and pencil to take notes, permanent marker
Cynthia Wismann
35A. Resist N Paint
Kit fee: $20 includes prepared for dyeing fabric template, workbook, mechanical pencil, supplies to share
Student supply: 1 piece craft felt-white 24”x34” straight pins, paper towels
Gail Yellen
36A. Cover Hem Workshop
Kit fee: $25 includes color-photographed handout, fabric, zipper, 1 spool decorative thread, elastic
Student supply: BSS; 4 cones neutral color serger thread (white, beige, gray, tan)
36C. Bound Buttonholes, Boundless Creativity
Kit fee: $20 includes color-photographed handout, fabric, interfacing, ruler
Student supply: BSS; one or two spools all-purpose thread (any color)
36D. Serger Essentials
Kit fee: $27 includes full color handout, fabric for techniques, elastic, wire and 1 spool decorative thread
Student supply: BSS; 4 cones neutral color serger thread (white, beige, gray, tan)
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